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ABSTRACT

This study uses information on Saharan aerosol from a dust transport model to calculate radiative forcing
values. The transport model is driven by assimilated meteorological fields from the Goddard Earth Observing
System Data Assimilation System. The model produces global three-dimensional dust spatial information for
four different mineral aerosol sizes. These dust fields are input to an offline radiative transfer calculation to
obtain the direct radiative forcing due to the dust fields. These estimates of the shortwave reduction of radiation
at the top of the atmosphere (TOA) compare reasonably well with the TOA reductions derived from Earth
Radiation Budget Experiment (ERBE) and Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer (TOMS) satellite data. The
longwave radiation also agrees with the observations; however, potential errors in the assimilated temperatures
complicate the comparison. Depending on the assumptions used in the calculation and the dust loading, the
summertime forcing ranges from 0 to 218 W m22 over ocean and from 0 to 120 W m22 over land.

Increments are terms in the assimilation general circulation model (GCM) equations that force the model
toward observations. They are differences between the observed analyses and the GCM forecasts. Off west
Africa the analysis temperature increments produced by the assimilation system show patterns that are consistent
with the dust spatial distribution. It is not believed that radiative heating of dust is influencing the increments.
Instead, it is suspected that dust is affecting the Television Infrared Observational Satellite (TIROS) Operational
Vertical Sounder (TOVS) satellite temperature retrievals that provide the basis of the assimilated temperatures
used by the model.

1. Introduction

On a local scale mineral aerosol (dust) can signifi-
cantly impact the atmospheric radiation budget (Carlson
and Benjamin 1980; d’Almeida 1987; Li et al. 1996)
but determining the magnitude of forcing on a global
scale is uncertain. This is due to limited information on
the global spatial distribution of dust and uncertainties
in the optical parameters of the dust.

Currently, the only approach to obtaining the dust
size and spatial distributions on a global scale is sim-
ulation by a general circulation model (GCM). A recent
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series of papers (Tegen and Lacis 1996; Miller and Te-
gen 1998) use the Goddard Institute for Space Studies
(GISS) GCM to simulate the dust distributions and in
turn the global radiative forcing, but there are issues
with the dust source location and its strength in the GISS
GCM. Our study uses a transport model driven by as-
similated winds and a new formulation of the dust
source described in Ginoux et al. (2001) to obtain three-
dimensional dust spatial information for various size
ranges. In contrast to GCM winds, assimilated winds
allow comparison of model-derived aerosol concentra-
tions with actual observations during a specific event.
The simulated dust fields compare well with the spatial
dust patterns in the aerosol index (AI; see Herman et
al. 1997) derived from the Total Ozone Mapping Spec-
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trometer (TOMS) and ground-based dust concentra-
tions. The significance of our study is that dust spatial
distributions used in the radiative calculations are val-
idated to some degree by observations.

Besides the spatial distribution, information on the
dust optical parameters (OPs) are necessary for any ra-
diative calculations. Until recently, most OP informa-
tion, used in published radiative forcing studies, was
derived from Mie scattering theory from samples of
Saharan dust (Patterson et al. 1977). Because of the
paucity of dust OPs for different source regions, these
parameters are used on the global scale. Although more
information on OPs is emerging for other regions, one
can only make an educated guess on the range of OPs
on the global scale.

Most of the recent calculations on aerosol forcing
(Tegen and Lacis 1996; Carlson and Benjamin 1980)
consider only the direct effect of the aerosols on the
radiative fluxes and do not account for any feedbacks
between aerosols and the atmospheric fields. Miller and
Tegen (1998) are able to address some of these feed-
backs using the GISS GCM. Presence of aerosols can
also indirectly change the radiative fluxes by altering
the cloud condensation nuclei concentrations and finally
the cloud albedo (Twomey 1977). Our results only ac-
count for the direct change in the radiative fluxes due
to the presence of aerosols and cannot account for cloud
induced indirect effects. We should not necessarily ex-
pect close similarity with forcing rates derived from
observations which will include both the direct and in-
direct effects.

2. GOCART dust model

The GOCART dust model is fully described in Gin-
oux et al. (2001). It is an offline transport model driven
by assimilated meteorological fields from the Goddard
Earth Observing System (GEOS) Data Assimilation
System (DAS) GEOS-1 (Schubert et al. 1993). The GO-
CART runs on the same vertical and horizontal grid
used in GEOS-1: 2.08 latitude by 2.58 longitude and 20
vertical levels with 5 in the boundary layer. The model
transports four size ranges from 0.1 to 10 m using a
three-dimensional flux form semi-Lagrangian scheme
(Lin and Rood 1996). The dust source module is based
on archived surface wetness, local wind speed, and eddy
diffusion. The module requires an estimate of the total
global emission. A value of 2000 Tg yr21 seems to yield
concentrations that are in good agreement with the
ground-based observations. The GOCART model ac-
counts for convective and diffusive transport by using
archived cloud convective mass flux and vertical eddy
diffusion coefficients. Removal by wet deposition re-
quires three-dimensional precipitation information,
which is estimated from the assimilation two-dimen-
sional precipitation fields. The model accounts for grav-
itational settling.

The radiative calculations were done using temper-

ature, moisture, cloud, and albedo fields from the
GEOS-2 assimilation. The vertical grid used has about
twice the resolution of the GEOS-1 grid. The dust fields
were vertically interpolated onto the lowest layers pre-
serving the total column loading on the GEOS-1 grid.
The radiative transfer code (Chou and Suarez 1994,
1999) is modified from the GEOS-2 GCM to account
for the spatial variability and spectral dependence of
aerosols. The GEOS-2 radiation model and meteoro-
logical fields provided more accurate information of the
effect of clouds, but results of cloudy conditions are not
presented here.

Presence of aerosols will modify the bulk scattering
properties of a layer according to the aerosol optical
depth (t), single scattering albedo (v), and asymmetry
factor (g) at a given wavelength (l). These three-di-
mensional fields are weighted by the mass of dust in
each grid box m for each particle of the four particle
sizes (i) as simulated by the transport model. The optical
parameters, extinction coefficient (Qext), v0 and g0 are
based on Mie scattering theory from Saharan dust sam-
ples. At any location in latitude and longitude (x, y) we
calculate the t, v, g at each vertical grid level z, where
radef is the effective radius and r is the particle mass
density:

t (z, l) 5 (3/4)m(z, i)Q (i, l)/[rad (i)r(i)] (1)i ext ef

i54

t(z, l) 5 t (z, l) (2)O i
i51

i54

t (z, l)v (i, l)O i 0
i51v(z, l) 5 (3)

t(z, l)
i54

t (z, l)v (i, l)g (i, l)O i 0 0
i51g(z, l) 5 . (4)

v(z, l)t(z, l)

Values of Qext , v0, and g0 are highly uncertain since
they depend on mineral composition of the dust source
that varies globally (Sokolik and Toon 1999). These
optical parameters are calculated from Mie theory using
indices of refraction derived from laboratory analysis
or satellite measurements.

Sokolik and Toon (1996) present optical parameters
in the solar band from several previously published dust
models. For a given wavelength and particle size, the
models have very different levels of single scattering
albedo (v0). At l 5 550 mm and particle radius 1.5
mm, the World Meteorological Organization reports v0

of 0.64, Tegen and Lacis (1996) report 0.86, and Kauf-
man et al. (2001) report 0.97. The Kaufman parameters
are derived from ground-based sun photometers and
Landsat measurements over Senegal during spring of
1987. Since there is no accepted set of dust optical
parameters to use for radiative forcing calculations, we
present results that span the accepted range of absorp-
tion.
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FIG. 1. Mie scattering calculations of single scattering albedo of
1-mm particles assuming indices of refraction 1) from Patterson et
al. (1977) as modified by Tegen and Lacis (1996) (solid line) and 2)
for pure illite, Egan and Hilgeman (1979), and Querry (1987) (dotted
line).

We present one set of radiative forcing calculations
that use OPs from Patterson et al. (1977), which are
moderately absorbing. Patterson et al. (1977) analyzed
dust samples from different locations in the Sahara and
Barbados. They report real and imaginary refractive in-
dices in the solar and infrared that are almost invariant
with the sampling location. The actual values we use
for our calculations are reported by Tegen and Lacis
(1996) and have slightly higher absorption than those
from Patterson’s original values.

A second set of forcing calculations assume the par-
ticles are composed of pure illite. This is a type of clay
that is almost nonabsorbing in the visible. Refractive
indices are reported in the solar frequencies (Egan and
Hilgeman 1979) and in the infrared (Querry 1987). Fig-
ure 1 compare the single scattering albedos for 1-mm
particles in both the short- and longwave spectrum.

The solar radiative transfer routine accounts for ab-
sorption by water vapor, ozone, CO2, O2, clouds, and
aerosols and accounts for scattering by clouds, aerosols,
and gases. The solar spectrum (0.2 to 10 mm) is divided
into eight bands in the UV to visible range and three
IR bands. The infrared radiative transfer calculation ac-
counts for water vapor, CO2, O3, trace gases, clouds,
and aerosols. The IR spectrum (3 to 100 mm) is divided
into 10 bands. In addition to the aerosol information,
the radiative transfer code requires fields of temperature,
specific humidity, cloud optical thickness, cloud fraction
and albedoes. The GEOS-2 assimilation archives all the
fields required for the transport model and the radiative
calculations.

For each day of interest the solar and infrared radi-
ative fluxes were calculated using meteorological var-
iables archived from the assimilation. First we calculate
the radiative fluxes for a clean (dust free) atmosphere
using only the meteorological variables, Fclean. Then we
calculate the radiative flux for a dusty atmosphere, Fdust

using the t, v, and g derived from output from the dust
transport model. The difference in the radiative fluxes,
Fdust 2 Fclean 5 DF is only due to the ‘‘direct’’ influences
from the dust. Since both calculations use the same ar-
chived meteorological fields, indirect feedbacks are not
included.

3. Top-of-atmosphere radiative fluxes

a. Comparison with ERBE fluxes

We compare our top-of-atmosphere (TOA) results
with observations derived from the Earth Radiation
Budget Experiment (ERBE) and the TOMS AI. The
ERBE measured shortwave (SW) and longwave (LW)
broadband irradiance from the earth–atmosphere sys-
tem. Since the motivation of this study is climate forc-
ing, our convention throughout this paper is that down-
ward fluxes are positive. The outgoing LW and back-
scattered SW radiation impinging on ERBE will be neg-
ative. Hsu et al. (2000, hereafter referred to as HHW)
has extracted the sensitivity in the ERBE irradiances to
the dust atmospheric loading as determined from the
TOMS AI over part of the Sahara (298–338N, 58W–
158E) using data from July 1985. The approach was to
bin both the TOMS AI and ERBE fluxes onto 18 latitude
by 18 longitude grids. Data from the High Resolution
Infrared Radiation Sounder (HIRS) instrument (which
flew on the same satellite as ERBE) was used to remove
points contaminated by clouds and high water vapor.
The remaining clear sky data points were sorted by the
underlying surface (land vs ocean) and linearly re-
gressed. The slope, ]FERBE↓/]AI is the sensitivity factor
(the ↓ means that downward radiation is positive). Over
ocean for both bands and over land in the LW band,
HHW found a linear relationship between atmospheric
loading and TOA radiative fluxes. However, over land
there was no relationship between loading and SW TOA
fluxes. Since HHW only considered clear sky condi-
tions, the GOCART radiative fluxes used for compari-
son are for clear sky only. Figure 2a shows the SW and
Fig. 2b the LW August dust radiative forcing at 1430
local time (LT) generated by multiplying ]FERBE↓/]AI
derived from July 1985 by the monthly mean August
1988 TOMS AI. At any location the ERBE satellite
passes overhead at 1430 LT and samples the data used
to derive ]FERBE↓/]AI.

1) SHORTWAVE COMPARISON

Comparing the observed and modeled sensitivity of
TOA flux to aerosol optical depth (AOD) is a simple
test of the optical parameters. HHW convert the aerosol
index to AOD at 440 nm using the linear relationships
found at various sites in the Sahara (Hsu et al. 1999).
They estimate that in summer over ocean the change in
TOA SW F↓ per unit AOD at 440 nm (]F↓/]AOD440)
at 1430 LT is 60 W m22. We calculate the SW forcing
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FIG. 2. Monthly mean TOA short- and longwave forcing for Aug 1988 derived from ERBE radiative fluxes and TOMS aerosol index
observations. Downward fluxes are positive. Presence of dust increases the outgoing SW radiation and reduces the net downward SW
radiation; hence forcing values are negative. Dust reduces the outgoing LW and increases the net downward LW; hence forcing values are
positive. All values are at 1430 LT.

FIG. 3. Regression of outgoing TOA SW flux calculations against AOD in GOCART model during Jul 1988.
On any given day each grid point will have a vertical profile of dust from the GOCART model, a shortwave
flux, Fdust calculated using this profile and a flux that assumes a clean atmosphere Fclean. Both fluxes are plotted
against the AOD from the GOCART profile using a red point for Fdust and a blue point for Fclean. Shown are
regressions within a single 28 latitude by 58 longitude geographic box over land (left panel) and a single
geographic box over ocean (right panel). The Patterson OP is used. Our sign convention has outgoing fluxes
as negative.

sensitivity of the GOCART model by first time-inter-
polating the assimilated meteorological fields to 1430
LT. Then we perform radiative calculations that assume
a dust distribution from the GOCART model, Fdust and
radiative calculations that assume no dust Fclean. Figure
3 shows the scatter of SW TOA F↓ from both calcu-
lations plotted against the AOD from the GOCART
model assuming the Patterson OP. The red points are
for calculations that include the GOCART dust and the
blue points assume a clean atmosphere. As expected,

the blue points show no relationship with the AOD in
the GOCART model.

We calculated our SW TOA ]F↓/]AOD440 using the
same latitude domain used in HHW and compare results
in Table 1. Over ocean our calculated ]F↓/]AOD440 of
266 W m22 using Patterson OP is close to the TOMS–
ERBE estimate of 260 W m22. Over ocean the model–
observation comparison is robust because the ocean sur-
face albedo used in the GEOS-2 assimilation is accurate.
Over land the surface albedo is less certain and may
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TABLE 1. Sensitivity of TOA Fdust in W m22 per AOD at 440 nm
(]F↓/]AOD440) during July.

Month

SW

Land Ocean

LW

Land Ocean

Patterson
Illite
HHW

Jul 1988
Jul 1988
Jul 1985

122
228

*

266
281
260

137
141
136

119
121
124

* HHW analysis showed no correlation between ERBE flux and
AOD.

FIG. 4. Monthly mean TOA shortwave DF↓ 5 Fdust↓ 2 Fclean↓ for Aug 1988 using OPs from (a) Patterson et al. (1977) and (b) illite. All
values are at 1430 LT.

complicate the comparison. Both Patterson and illite
OPs show some sensitivity with AOD but the TOMS–
ERBE analysis show none.

The monthly mean SW TOA DF↓ 5 Fdust↓ 2 Fclean↓
at 1430 LT is shown in Fig. 2. The values over land
have been masked for comparison with (Fig. 2a). Use
of the Patterson OP yields good agreement with the
observed TOA forcing (Fig. 2a); the model forcing is
235 to 240 W m22 near the African coast and 230 to
235 W m22 in the open ocean. The TOMS–ERBE es-
timates show about 5 W m22 less forcing. The model
forcing using the illite OP is slightly higher than the
Patterson OP forcing.

2) LONGWAVE COMPARISON

Comparisons of modeled and observed longwave ra-
diation are complicated by the sensitivity of longwave
radiation to the water vapor content and the temperature.
One-dimensional radiative tests, detailed in HHW, show
that the radiative impact of dust is reduced in the pres-
ence of moisture. To remove the effect of water vapor,
only conditions of lower precipitable water (,3 cm)
were used in the HHW analysis. Over land the ERBE
measurements shows a linear increase in the longwave
TOA radiation with aerosol loading. The HHW analysis
estimate that in summer the TOA LW ]F↓/]AOD440 is
36 W m22.

The GEOS-2 assimilation provides fields of moisture
that are used in our radiative calculations. This allows
us to analyze radiation calculations with similar column
water amounts. Of course, temperature of the surface
and atmosphere also influence the longwave ERBE flux-
es. HHW do their calculations of longwave sensitivity
over small (48 latitude by 58 longitude) areas of land.
On days when there is no dust present, any variability
in the longwave fluxes is largely due to fluctuations in
temperature (e.g., from a passing synoptic event). On
days when dust is present the increase in the TOA ERBE
longwave fluxes is due to the greenhouse effect as well
as any influence the dust may have on temperature. Our
analysis bins the model radiation calculations by column
moisture at a 1-cm resolution and surface temperature
at a 3-K resolution. Figure 5 shows the scatter of TOA
LW F↓ from the model for dust (red) and clean (blue)
calculations plotted against the AOD from the GOCART
model. It is similar to Fig. 3 except that instead of bin-
ning for location, the binning is for surface temperature
and moisture content. Shown are all land points with a
surface temperature close to 324 K. The two panels are
for a water column bins centered at 1.5 and 2.5 cm.
Over land HIRS 2 measurements of precipitable water
and sunphotometer observations usually are between 1
and 6 cm so the regressions shown are for relatively
dry conditions. Slopes from regression plots for other
surface temperatures and moisture contents are shown
in Table 2. The general trend is that ]F↓/]AOD440 is
reduced as moisture content increases and surface tem-
perature decreases.

We calculate the ]F↓/]AOD440 only using model data
that matched the same conditions used in HHW TOMS–
ERBE estimates. Our calculations only include points
for the driest conditions (precipitable water ,3 cm).
Table 1 shows our calculated and the HHW observed
flux sensitivity per change in AOD 440 for July. Both
Patterson and illite OPs yield a model sensitivity that
closely matches the HHW observations. However, both
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FIG. 5. Regression of outgoing TOA LW flux calculations against AOD in GOCART model during Jul 1988.
On any given day each grid point will have a vertical profile of dust from the GOCART model, a longwave flux
Fdust calculated using this profile and a flux that assumes a clean atmosphere Fclean. Both fluxes are plotted against
the AOD from the GOCART profile using a red point for Fdust and a blue point for Fclean. Shown are regressions
for grid locations over land with a surface temperature between 322.5 and 325.5 (K) during Jul 1988. The left
panel has points with column water between 1.0 and 2.0 cm (very dry), the right panel has points between 2.0
and 3.0 cm (dry). Radiative calculations assume the Patterson OP. Our radiation sign convention has outgoing
fluxes as negative.

TABLE 2. Sensitivity of TOA LW Fdust per AOD at 440 nm (]F↓/
]AOD440) for Jul 1988 over land.

Temperature
surface (K)

Column Moisture

1.5 cm 2.5 cm 3.5 cm

314
316
318
320

27
31
37
36

20
21
25
27

*
15
19
19

322
324
326
328

34
38
45
47

33
36
36
37

23
23
27
35

* There were not enough points for a good regression.

our two estimates for the monthly mean forcing (Figs.
6a,b) are significantly less than the observed value (Fig.
2b). The difference between HHW and our forcing cal-
culations lie in the flux values used for clean conditions.
In Figs. 6a,b the flux values used for clean conditions
are the Fclean↓ values and are plotted as the blue points
in Fig. 5. However, in HHW the flux values used for
clean conditions are the flux value where AOD 5 0 on
the dust (red) points regression line, Fdust↓ (AOD 5 0).
This is shown by the flat dotted black line.

An alternative longwave forcing calculation that uses
the Fdust↓ (AOD 5 0) as the flux value for clean con-
ditions is shown in Figs. 6c,d. To illustrate the difference
between the two methods of DF↓ calculation, consider
a high AOD condition and column moisture of 2.5 cm
(large plus points on second panel of Fig. 5). When
DF↓ 5 Fdust↓ 2 Fclean↓, the forcing is 134 W m22

(2318 minus 2352), but when DF↓ 5 Fdust↓ 2 Fdust↓

(AOD 5 0) the forcing is 149 W m22 (2318 W m22

minus the regression line intercept at AOD 5 0 of 2367
W m22). The monthly mean LW radiative forcing cal-
culation where DF↓ 5 Fdust↓ 2 Fdust↓ (AOD 5 0) in-
volves binning the daily flux values for each GOCART
grid point. Over ocean we tried to reproduce the HHW
analysis by binning over small boxes (58 longitude and
38 latitude). Over land we binned by surface temperature
and moisture content. The points within each bin were
linearly regressed (Fig. 5 shows results of several bins).
Those bins that had narrow ranges of AOD did not
exhibit a good correlation between TOA flux and AOD,
and were not considered. The slopes for July 1988, as-
suming Patterson OP, are shown in Table 2. Every grid
point has an associated daily value of moisture column,
surface temperature and AOD. To calculate the DF↓ 5
Fdust↓ 2 Fdust↓ (AOD 5 0) we simply multiply the ap-
plicable slope by the AOD.

An interesting aspect of Fig. 5 is the negative cor-
relation Fclean (blue points) has with AOD from the GO-
CART model. The radiative calculations for these points
only use the GEOS-1 temperature, water vapor profiles;
no aerosol information from GOCART was part of these
calculations. This unexpected correlation arises because
dust in the real atmosphere is somehow influencing the
assimilated temperatures.

b. Daily forcing estimates

All radiative forcing calculations presented so far
have been at 1430 LT. We now change our focus to
climate forcing and consider mean daily estimates. As
before, positive values of DF↓ describe increased in-
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FIG. 6. Monthly mean TOA longwave DF↓ 5 Fdust↓ 2 Fclean↓ for Aug 1988 using optical parameters from (a) Patterson et al. (1977) and
(b) illite. Monthly mean TOA longwave DF↓ 5 Fdust↓ 2 Fdust↓ (AOD 5 0) for Aug 1988 using optical parameters from (c) Patterson et al.
(1977) and (d) illite. All values are at 1430 LT.

coming or decreased outgoing radiation. Positive values
of DF↓ at the top of the atmosphere from aerosol in-
dicates warming of the entire earth–atmosphere system
by aerosols. Figures 7a,b show the shortwave TOA DF↓
for June, July, and August (JJA) 1988 using both Pat-
terson and illite OP. Radiative calculations were done
at 0900, 1200, and 1500 LT and weighted to yield a
daily value. The DF↓ SW TOA is largely explained by
two factors: Absorption of solar radiation by dust and
differences between the albedo of the dust and the un-
derlying surface.

Over oceans the dust increases the outgoing short-
wave radiation since it is a much better reflector than
the underlying dark water. This difference in reflectivity
dominates the solar absorption by the dust. Presence of
dust increases reflected solar radiation and decreases the
net downward solar flux at the TOA. Dust composed of
illite is more reflective than dust assuming Patterson OP
so the radiative forcing is more negative for the illite
calculations.

Over land dust that assumes the Patterson OP is more
absorbing than the underlying reflective desert. The dust
absorbs and scatters the incoming solar radiation and
also absorbs and reduces the reflected solar radiation.

Both contribute to reduce the outgoing solar radiation
and increase the net downward flux at TOA. When illite
is assumed, the dust is more reflective than the desert
and decreases the net downward solar flux at the TOA.

The LW forcing is calculated for DF↓ 5 Fdust↓ 2
Fclean↓ (not shown) and DF↓ 5 Fdust↓ 2 Fdust↓ (AOD
5 0) (Figs. 7c,d). Both calculations were done at 0000,
0600, 1200, and 1800 LT and averaged to yield a daily
value. In the longwave band the dust absorbs terrestrial
radiation and generally reemits it at lower temperature
than the underlying surface. Presence of dust reduces
the outgoing longwave radiation and increases the
downward TOA longwave flux. Figure 7 shows the
strongest forcing over west Africa where the model has
the highest dust atmospheric loading. Over ocean the
difference between the dust and the underlying surface
temperature is less pronounced than over land. This ef-
fect reduces the dust TOA perturbation over ocean.

Estimates of the JJA net TOA flux perturbation are
shown in Fig. 8. Depending on the assumptions used in
the calculation and the dust loading, the forcing ranges
from 0 to 218 W m22 over ocean and 0 to 20 W m22

over land.
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FIG. 7. Average Jun, Jul, and Aug 1988 daily TOA shortwave forcing using (a) Patterson and (b) illite optical parameters. Longwave
forcing DF↓ 5 Fdust↓ 2 Fdust↓ (AOD 5 0) using (c) Patterson and (d) illite optical parameters. Positive DF↓ values describe increased
incoming or decreased outgoing radiation.

4. Surface radiative fluxes

Positive values of DF↓ at the earth’s surface indicate
that the dust is warming the earth. The dominate con-
tribution is the reduction of SW at the earth’s surface
due to dust scattering and absorption. Less of a factor
is the increase in the downward LW radiation, since the
dust layer radiates at a much warmer temperature than
the clear sky. Figure 9 shows the net (SW 1 LW) DF↓
at the earth’s ground surface for August 1988.

5. Heating rates

The DF↓ at TOA indicates forcing of the earth–at-
mosphere system; DF↓ at the earth’s surface indicates
forcing of only the earth. The TOA forcing minus the
forcing at the earth’s surface indicates the forcing on
the atmosphere only. Consider the Patterson OP case
assuming that DF↓ 5 Fdust↓ 2 Fdust↓ (AOD 5 0). The
TOA values over west Africa are above 20 W m22 (Fig.
8c) but at the surface there is cooling of 20 to 25 W
m22 (Fig. 9a). This difference indicates a strong warm-
ing of the atmosphere system. The dust vertically re-
distributes the thermal structure of atmosphere since it
cools the surface and warms the air above.

Our radiative transfer model using the GOCART dust
fields also calculates heating rates. The heating rate per-
turbation due to dust is simply the heating rate assuming
the GOCART dust profiles minus the rate assuming
clean conditions. We calculate maximum monthly mean
August values of 2 K day21 over the Sahara. This is
consistent with the estimates from Carlson and Benja-
min (1980) of several degrees kelvin per day net heating

for a cloud-free desert case during heavy loading con-
ditions (optical thickness of 1).

The analysis temperature increments produced by the
assimilation system may provide information on the in-
direct radiative impact of the dust. Increments are terms
in the assimilation GCM equations that force the model
toward observations. They are differences between the
observed analyses and the GCM forecasts. The National
Environmental Satellite, Data, and Information Service
(NESDIS) provides temperature retrievals from the
Television Infrared Observational Satellite (TIROS) Op-
erational Vertical Sounder (TOVS) radiances. These
NESDIS TOVS temperatures dominate the observed
analyses over ocean. Positive (negative) increments in-
dicate that the GCM is too cold (warm). The increments
are the sum of all model and intial condition errors in
the GCM. A correlation between our calculated radiative
forcing fields and the temperature increments indicates
that the increments are compensating for the lack of
aerosol transport and radiative effects in the assimila-
tion. Figures 10a,b show the assimilation increments
derived from the TOVS temperature retrievals (upper
panels) and the estimated heating rates from the Pat-
terson parameters at 0000 UTC (lower panels). At 0000
UTC when there is no solar heating off the African
coast, the model shows weak LW heating at the lowest
layer and weak LW cooling above. The increments show
a pattern and sign similar to the heating rates; however,
they are of much larger magnitude. At 1200 UTC (Figs.
10c,d) the model heating rates responds to the solar
heating with strong positive heating rates (1 K day21).
If the TOVS increments were influenced by aerosol
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FIG. 8. Average Jun, Jul, and Aug 1988 net TOA forcing. Calculation where LW uses DF↓ 5 Fdust↓ 2 Fclean↓ using (a) Patterson and (b)
illite optical parameters. Calculation where LW uses DF↓ 5 Fdust↓ 2 Fdust↓ (AOD 5 0) using (c) Patterson and (d) illite optical parameters.
Positive DF↓ values describe increased incoming or decreased outgoing radiation.

FIG. 9. Average Jun, Jul, and Aug 1988 DF↓ 5 Fdust↓ 2 Fdust↓ (AOD 5 0) at earth’s surface using (a) Patterson and (b) illite optical
parameters. Positive DF↓ values describe increased incoming or decreased outgoing radiation.

heating they would also respond by becoming positive
at 1200 UTC to reflect the solar heating. However, at
the lower layer the onset of daylight actually reduces
the TOVS increments (Figs. 10c,d) and at the higher
layer the increments become more negative. Still, over
the Atlantic the increments show a pattern that resem-
bles the tongue of dust transported off Africa. Alpert et
al. (1998) also report a similarity in the monthly mean
fields of assimilation increments and dust over the east-
ern tropical North Atlantic. This indicates that there is
another mechanism associated with the dust besides the
radiative heating of dust that is influencing the incre-
ments.

We now investigate the potential impact of dust on
the TOVS retrievals. This effect, instead of the heating
rates, may control the increment patterns over the Sahara

region. We use the radiative transfer model of Susskind
et al. (1983) to simulate TOVS radiances at 21 channels
assuming a cloud-free atmosphere. Seventeen channels
were in the infrared spectrum 667–2514 cm21 (4–15
mm) and 4 in the microwave 50.3–58 GHz. Meteoro-
logical fields are from GEOS DAS and dust concentra-
tion are from the GOCART model. We retrieve two sets
of temperature and moisture profiles from these simu-
lated radiances using the Data Assimilation Office
TOVS retrieval system of Joiner and Rokke (2000). One
set assumes a clean atmosphere Tclean, the other a dusty
atmosphere, Tdust. Figures 11b–d show the difference in
the retrieved temperatures. The correct retrieval, Tdust is
often more than a Kelvin warmer than the retrieval that
does not account for the dust, Tclean. Larger effects may
be possible but are discarded by the quality control
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FIG. 10. TOVS observed temperature minus the assimilation forecast temperature (O2F, top panel) and net heating rates (bottom panel)
calculated from simulated dust fields for (a) 0000 UTC and 0–1.14 km, (b) 0000 UTC and 1.14–2.5 km, (c) 1200 UTC and 0–1.14 km, (d)
1200 UTC and 1.14–2.5 km. Units: K day21. TOVS O2F is the rate at which the temperature must be changed so that assimilation agrees
with the TOVS observations.

scheme. Gray denotes regions where there are no TOVS
observations or where the retrievals have been discard-
ed. This can occur either because the residuals between
the observed radiances and those computed at conver-
gence are too large or the retrieval scheme does not
converge.

Retrievals from actual observed radiances are under
investigation. Preliminary results show that in the best
circumstances the presence of dust will cause the re-
trieval algorithm to return a bad quality control flag.
Although no contamination will occur, it will preclude
retrievals over areas with significant aerosol loading.
The operational NESDIS temperature retrievals are
available even in locations with heavy aerosol loading,
suggesting that these retrievals may be contaminated by
aerosols.

6. Discussion

There is often a correlation between LW TOA Fclean

(blue points in Fig. 5) and the AOD in the GOCART
model. This correlation is realized when moisture con-
tent and surface temperature are restricted to a narrow
range by binning. Since the GOCART model is driven

by assimilated winds, it will accurately simulate in-
creased AOD during a real dust event. Somehow in-
formation about a real event is also influencing the
GEOS-2 assimilation temperatures.

One explanation is that the dust shades the atmo-
sphere below and cools the surface and atmospheric
column. This is consistent with reduced outgoing (less
negative) Fclean values and increasing AOD. Another
mechanism involves a systematic negative bias in the
assimilation temperatures compared with the actual tem-
perature on the order of a degree kelvin. Recall that the
assimilation draws to the NESDIS TOVS temperature
retrievals that may be contaminated by the dust. Pres-
ence of dust can reduce the NESDIS TOVS temperature
retrievals, which will reduce the assimilation tempera-
tures, which will reduce the outgoing longwave radia-
tion even if no dust loading is assumed in the radiation
calculation. In general the slopes of the blue points in
plots like Fig. 5 are about 110 W m22 per AOD. If we
assume that one AOD will cause a 1 K error in the
assimilated temperatures, the reduction in the outgoing
longwave broadband radiation is 7 W m22 (dLW 5
4sT 3dT, where s is Stefan–Boltzmann constant and T
5 324 K). This would also explain the reduction in the
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FIG. 11. Differences in temperatures from two types of retrievals on 15 Aug 1988. One retrieval, Tdust, assumes dust concentrations simulated
from the GOCART model. (a) The GOCART simulated aerosol column loading. The second retrieval, Tclean assumes no dust. Retrievals are
from simulated TOVS radiances that assume the GOCART dust concentrations. (b) Tdust 2 Tclean at earth’s surface, (c) at 850 mb and (d) at
700 mb.

outgoing longwave radiation with increasing AOD in
the GOCART model even when no dust loading is as-
sumed in the radiation calculation.

The effect of dust on the TOVS retrievals is a po-
tentially serious complication in the assessment of aero-
sol climate effects. If the error of the NESDES TOVS
retrievals from dust effects is significant there is no
reason to assume that the ERBE measurements are im-
mune either. The bidirectional models that convert the
ERBE radiances to TOA fluxes account for aerosols
only in a mean sense. Information about dust spatial
variability is not included in the bidirectional models.

7. Conclusions

Using a three-dimensional aerosol model and a ra-
diative transfer package we calculate the broadband SW
and LW estimates of the radiative forcing perturbation
due to Saharan aerosol. We attempt to validate these

radiative forcing calculations by comparison with ob-
served forcing estimates using combined TOMS and
ERBE data (Hsu et al. 2000). Both optical parameters
(OPs) considered in this study yield ]F↓/]AOD440 that
are within the uncertainties of the observations for the
SW and LW bands. However, the Patterson OP comes
closest to reproducing the TOMS–ERBE estimate in the
SW over ocean. In the LW over ocean the Patterson and
illite OPs behave similarly.

Our radiative forcing calculations suggest that the as-
similated atmospheric temperatures are affected by the
dust. The temperatures in the assimilation are drawn to
temperature retrievals from the TOVS radiances. We
show that dust can potentially underestimate the tem-
perature retrievals from the TOVS radiances on the or-
der of 1 K.

The effect of the dust on the assimilated atmospheric
temperatures complicates our LW TOA summertime
forcing estimates. When we include this effect, our LW
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calculations agree nicely with the TOMS–ERBE obser-
vations. Calculations without the effect are significantly
less than the observations. Depending on the assumptions
used in the calculation and the dust loading, the sum-
mertime forcing ranges from 0 to 218 W m22 over ocean
and from 0 to 120 W m22 over land (Fig. 8).
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